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Abstract. This paper deals with a numerical study of the aerodynamic surface quantities on power law shaped leading
edgessituatedinararefiedhlpersonicf low. Thesensit ivi tyoftheheatf luxto,andpressuregradientonthebodysurface
due to changes in the angle of attack is investigated by using a Direct Simulation Monte Carlo method. A method that
has demonstrated to yield excellent comparisons with fight- and ground-test data, and that properly accounts for
nonequilibrium aspects of the flow that arise near the nose of the leading edges. The work is motivated by the Newtonian
flow theory that predicts that certain classes ofpower-law leading edges behave as aerodynamically sharp bodies at zero
incidence, even though they are geometrically blunt. Calculations show that the pÍessure gradient follows that predicted
bv the Newtonian theorv for the flow conditions considered.

INTRODUCTION

The successful design of high-lift, low-drag hypersonrc configuratrons rvill depend on the ability to incorporate
relatively sharp leading edges that combine good aerociynamic properties u,ith acceptable heatrng rates. Certain
configurations, such as hypersonic waveriders, are designed analyticalll, *'rth infinìtely sharp leading edges for
shock wave attachment. However, very sharp leading edges are not practical for a number ofreasons: (I) very sharp
leading edges are difficult to manufacture, (2) some blunting is required for structural strength, and (3) the lreat
transfer to sharp leading edges at high Mach numbers is severe.

The use ofblunt-nose shapes tends to alleviate the aerodynamic heating problem since the heat transfer for blunt
bodies is far lower than that for sharply pointed bodìes. In addition, the reduction rn heatìng rate for a blunt body is
accompanied by an increase in heat capacity, due to the increased volume. Due maìniy to manufacturing problems
and the extremely high temperatures attained in hypersonic flight, hypersonic vehicles will have blunt nose,
although probably slendering out at a short distance from the nose" Therefore, desrgning a hypersonic vehicle
ieading edge rnvoives a tradeoff between making the leading edge sharp enough to obtain acceptable aerodlmamic
and propulsion efficiency and blunt enough to reduce the aerodynamic heatrng in the stagnatton point.

Power law shaped leading edges (y cc Í', 0 < il < l) may provide the required bluntness for heat transfer,
manufacturing and handling concerns with reduced departures from ideal aerodl,namic performance. Thìs corrcept
is based on the work of Mason and Lee [1], who have pointed out that, for certain exponents. power law shapes
exhibit aerodynamic properties similar to geometrically sharp shapes. They suggested the possibility of a difference
between shapes that are geometrically sharp and shapes that behave aerodynamically as if they were sharp. Mason
and Lee [1] showed that for values of0 < n< 112, the leading-edge radius ofcurvature goes to infinite atthe nose, a
eharacteristìc of a blunt shape. For values of 112 < n < 1 the leading-edge radius of curvature approaches zero at the
nose, a charactenstic of a sharp shape. Furthernore, for 213 < n < 7 . their computational investigation predicts that
the derivatrve of the pressure coefficient with respect to the body coordinate dC,/ds approaches -o at x : 0. a
characteristic of a sharp body. In this way, there is a class of body shapes grven by ll2 < n < 213, for which the
leading edge may behave aerodynamically Iike a blunt body, even though the leading-edge radius of curvahrre is
zero, and another one given by 213 < n < 1 for which the leading edge may behave like aerodynamrcally sharp body
even though the leading edge bluntness is infinite" Their analysis describes the details of the geometry and
aerodynamics of low-drag axisyrnmetric bodies by using Newtonian theory" However, one of the lmportant aspects
of the problem, stagnation point heat transfer" was not considered.



The sensitivity ofboth the pressure gradient and the stagnation point heating to shape variations ofsuch leading
edges was investigated by Santos and Lewis [2] for the idealized situation of two-dimensional rarefied hypersonic
flow at zero angle of incidence. Through the use of Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method, they showed
that the pressure gradìent on the power law shapes in a rarefied environment is in surprising agreement with that
obtained by Mason and Lee [ ] by emplolng Newtonian analysis. It was found that the pressure gradient along the
bodysurfacegoestozeroat thenoseof theleadingedgeforn<2l3,acharacter is t icsofb luntbody.  I t is f in i te forn
: 213 and goes to minus infinite for n > 213, a characteristic of sharp body. Santos and Lewis [2] also found that the
stagnation point heating behavior for power iaw leading edges with finite radius of curvature (n : 1 /2), followed that
predicted for çlassiçal blunt body, i.e., the heating rate on blunt bodies scales inversely wìth the square root of
stagnation point radius. For those power lav/ leading edges with zero radii of curvature fu> 112). the stagnation
point heating is not a function of the curvature radius in the vicinity of the leading edges, but agrees witlr the
çlassical blunt body behavior predicted by the continuum far from the stagnation poìnt.

The purpose of this work is to investigate the impact of the angle of attack on the behavior of the pressure
gradient and the stagnatìon point heating. For positive angle of attack, important clranges occur in the flowfield
structure and in the aerodynamic surface quantities on blunt leading edges. This involves the modification of the
flowfield properties and shock strength and, consequently, some effects on aerodynamic forces acting on, and on
heat transfer to the body surface. Moreover, the knowledge of these properties at zero angle of attack is not
sufficient to predict with certainty the flow characteristics over these shapes with incidence. ln this context, the
essential characteristics ofthe angle ofattack effect on both pressure gradient and stagnation point heating will be
examined for power law bodies defined by exponents of 112, 213 and 314. and posrtrve angle of attack witlr 5, 8 and
12 degree of incidence. In the current study, DSMC method will be employed to calculate the rarefied hypersonic
two-dimensional flow.

LEADING EDGE GEOMETRY DEFINITION

The power-law shapes, y = ax", are modeled by assuming a sharp leading edge of half angle á with a circular
cylinder of radius R inscribed tangent to this wedge. The power law shapes, inscribed between the wedge and the
cylinder, are also tangent to the wedge and the cylinder at the same common point where they have tlre same slope
angle. It was assumed that the leading edge half angle is 10o, a circuiar cylinder diameter of l0-2m and power law
exponents of | 12,2/3, and 3/4. Figure I illustrates schematically this construction for this set of power law leading
edees.

FIGURE 1, Drawing illustrating the leading edge geometry.

From geometric considerations, the power law constant rz is obtained by matching slope on the wedge, circular
cylinder and power law body at the tangency point. The common bociy herght ff at the tangency point is equal to
2RcosA and the body length I from the nose to the tangency point rn the axrs of symmetry rs given by nHl2tan0.

Tangency point



COMPUTATIONAL METHOD AND PROCEDURE

A number of significant problems in fluid mechanics involve flows in the transitional regime, i.e., flows for
which the Knudsen number is larger than 0.01 and less than 10. The most successful numerical technique for
modeling complex flows in the transitional regime has been the Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method [3].

DSMC models the flow as being a collection of discrete particles, each one with a position, velocity and intemal
energy. The state of the particles is stored and modified with time as the particles move, collide, and undergo
boundary interactions in simulated physical space. The physical space is represented by a computational cell
network. The cell provides a convenient reference for the choice ofthe potential collision pairs and for the samplìng
of the macroscopic gas properties. The dimensions of the cells must be such that the change in flow propedìes
across each cell is small. The linear dimensions of the cells should be small in comparison with the scale lengtlr of
the macroscopic flow gradients in the streamwise directions, which means that the cell dimensions should be of the
order of the local mean free path or even smaller [3]. The smallest unit of physical space is tlre subcell, where the
collision partners are selected for the establishment of the collision rate. In addition, the time step ought to be
sufficiently small in comparison with the local mean collision time [3].

In this study, the molecular collisions are modeled using the variable hard sphere (VHS) molecular model [4].
This model employs the simple hard sphere angular scattering law so that ali directions are equally possible for post-
collision velocity in the center-oÊmass frame of reference. However, the collision cross section depends on the
relative speed of colliding molecules. The energy exchange between kinetìc and internal modes is controlled by the
Borgnakke-Larsen statistical model [5]. The essential feature of this model is that a fraction of the collisions is
treated as completely inelastic, and the remainder of the molecular collisions ìs regarded as elastic. Sìmulations are
performed using a nonreacting gas model consisting of two chemical species, N2 and 02. Energy exchanges
between the translational and intemal modes are considered. The vibrational temperature is controlled by the
distribution of energy between the translational and rotational modes after an inelastic collision" The probability of
an inelastic collision determrnes the rate at which energy is transferred between the translational and intemal modes
after an inelastic collision. For a given collision, the probabilities are designated by the inverse of the relaxation
numbers. whìch correspond to the number of collisions necessary, on average, Íbr a molecule to relax. For this
study, the relaxation numbers of 5 and 50 were used for the rotation and vibratron, respectively. The effective
number of degrees of freedom in the partially excited vibrational states is calculated from the harmonic oscillator
theory.

The freestream and flow conditions used in the present calculations are those given by Santos and Lewis [2] and
summarized in Table L The freestream velocity U- is assumed to be constant at 3.5 Km/s, which corresponds to
freestream Mach number M*of 12. The wall temperature Z,u is assumed constant at 880 K. Also, diffuse reflection
with full thermal accommodation is assumed for the gas-surface interactions. The overall Knudsen number, defined
as the ratio of the molecular mean free path in the freestream gas to the diameter of the cìrcular cylinder,
corresponds to Kn*:0.0903. Finally, the freestream Reynolds numberby unit length Re*is21455.

The computationai domain used for the calculations, the grid generation scheme, the effect of grid resolution and
the complete validation process employed in this study are described in details ìn Ref. [6].

TABLE l. Freestream Conditions and Flow Parameters.
Altitude
Temperature ( I-ì
Pressure (p-)
Density (p-)
Number density (n-)
Viscosity (p-)
Velocity (U-)
Mean free path (2-)
Molecular weight
Mole fiaction
Mole fraction
Molecular mass
Molecular mass
Molecular diameter
Molecular diameter

70
220.0
5.582
8.753 x l0-5
1.8209 x 1021
1.455 x l0-5
3 .56
9.03 x 10-a
28.96
0.231
0"763
5.312 x  l0 -26
4.65 x 10-2ó
4.01  x  10- ro
4 .1  t r  x  10- ro

Km
K
N/m2
Kg/m3
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m

Ns/m2

Km/s

KgiKgMole

Kg
Kg
m
m

o2
N2

o2
N2
o2
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COMPUTATIONAL RESUI,TS AND DISCUSSION

The impact of the angle of attack on the pressure acting on and the heat transfer to the body surface resultìng
from DSMC simulations are highlighted in this section.

The pressurep," on the body surface is calculated by the sum of the normal momentum fluxes of both incident
and reflected molecules at each time step. A flux ìs regarded as positive if it is directed toward the sudace^ Results
are normalized by the freestream dynamic pressure t/zp-L) i and presented in terms of the pressure coefficient Ç,.

The dependence ofthe pressure coefficient due to variations in the angle ofattack is demonstrated in Figures 2, 3
and 4 forpower law exponents of 112,2/3 and 3/4, respectively. In this set of Figures, the plots in the left side
represent the pressure coeÍficients along the windward sides of the leading edges, while the plots in the right side
tirose in the leeward sides. Also, the dimensionless arc lengÍh is measured lïom the stagnation point along the body
surface for the case of zero degree of incidence. For purpose of comparison, the pressure coefficients for these
power law shapes by considering zero degree angle ofattack [2] are also presented in this set ofFigures.

According to these Figures, by increasing the incidence causes the expected aslmmetry in the pressure
coefficient as the stagnation point moves from the axis to the lower windward side. The pressure coefficient
presents the expected behavior in that it increases in the windward side and decreases in the leeward side witlr
increasing the angle ofattack.

Refening to Figure 2, the maximum values for the pressure coefficient in the wrndward side. which correspond
to angles of attack of 5, 8 and 12 degrees are located at stations -siL-:0.06" 0.i7 and 0.19, respectively. The
locations of the statrons which are identified with the points of tangency of the normal to tlre flow direction and the
body surface are -s/)".,: 0.08,0.14 and 0.21 for 5, 8 and l2 degrees ofincidence, respectively. Consequently, the
geometric stagnation point does not correspond to the aerodynamic stagnation point. For the other power law cases.
the same behavior 1s observed, however, it takes place closer to the axis of symmetry.

Newtonian flow [1] predicts that the derivative of pressure coefficient witlr respect to body coordinate dC,/ds
approaches -ú at x : 0 for axis),rnmetric power law shapes in the range 213 < n < l. However, Newtonian flow
assumes an infinite Mach number, ratio of specific heats equal to one. and a shock shape that matches the body
shape"

In order to compare the validity of the Newtonran approximatrons in preciicting the pressure gradient belravior.
dClds was estimated for the n -- 314 case from the DSMC solutions. The qualitative behavior of the pressure
gradient is depicted in Figure 5, parameterizedby the angle of attack cr. For purpose of comparison, the pressure
gradient for the case of zero degree of incidence is also illustrated in this Figure. Accordìng to this Figure, the
pressure gradient presents the expected behavior in that it approaches -oo as the arc length goes to zero^ In this way,
the pressure gradient behaves as ifthe leading edge were a blunt one in spite ofthe fact that the leading edge has a
zero radius of curvature.

The heat flux q, to the body surface is calculated by the net energy fluxes of the molecules impinging on the
surface. The net heat flux is related to the sum of the translational, rotational and vibrational energies of both
incident and reflected molecules. The heat flux is normalized by %p-(J-3 and presented in terms of heat transfer
coefficient C,"

The impact on heat transfer çoeffiçient due to changes in the angle ofattack is illustrated in Figures 6, 7 and 8 for
power law exponents of l12,2l3 and 3l4, respectively. According to this set of Figures, the heat transfer coefficient
follows the same trend observed for pressure coefficient in that it increases in the windward side and decreases in
the leeward side with increasing the incidence. The heat transfer coefficient presents the maximum value in the
stagnation region and drops offa short distance away ofthe leading edge nose as the po'üier law exponent lncreases.
Also, it is seen that the blunter the leading edge the lower the heat transfer eoefficient in the viçinity of the
stagnatlon pornt.

A number of theoretical and numeriçal predictions of stagnation point heat transfer on blunt bodies have been
reported in the literature [7-13]. Theoretical formulations, experimental data, and semi-empirical formulas all agree
in the fact that stagnation point heat transfer for blunt bodies is inversely proportional to the square root oftlre nose
radius (ç,, ú. 1l",lR). ln this context, it seems to be interesting to investigate this behavior for the power law shaped
leading edges, that are blunt by definition (dyldx -+ co at x : 0), even though the radius of curvature at the nose goes
to zero for n> l12.

In order to verify the dependence ofthe heat transfer coefficient C1, on tire leading edge radius ofcurvature, tlre
product Ch\1R./À-), named here by functron K(n,a), was obtained from the DSMC results" Figr-rres 9 and l0 display
the function K(n,o) along the body surface for power law exponents of i/2 and3l4, respectively. These Figures also
show the function K(n,a) for the case of zero angle of attack [2]"
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FIGURE 2, Effect of the angle of attack on pressure coefficient along the windward side (left) and leeward side (right) of body
surface forpower law exponentof l12.
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Interesttng features can be drawn from Figures 9 and 10. In the vicinity ofthe stagnation point, the dependence
of the heat transfer coefficient on the radius of curvature follows that predicted by the continuum flow for power law
shapes wrth finite radius, n: 112 case, and zero angle of attack. Furthermore, it fails for tlte n > l/2 cases for wlrich
the radii of curvature approach zero at x : 0. Moreover, the function K(n,a) tends to a constant value downstream
the stagnation region for the range of incidence investigated. The constant value, which is a function of the power
law exponent and angle ofattack, is reached faster in the leeward side than that in the windward side.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This study applies the Direct Simulation Monte Carlo method to assess the angle of attack effect on aerodynamic
surface quantities ofpower law shaped leading edges. The calculations provided information concerning the nature
of, the pressure coefficient and heat transfer coefficient at the vicinity of the nose resulting from variations in the
leading edge thickness at incidence for the idealized situation oftwo-dimensional hypersonic rarefied flow at 70 km
of altitude. Performance results for 5, 8 and i2 degrees of incidence for power law exponents of l/2. 213 and3l4
were compared to those cases for zero degree angle ofattack.

The simuiations confirmed the quaiitative behavior of the pressure coefficient predicted by the Newtonian
theory. It was found that. even though at incidence, the pressure gradient along the both windward and leeward
sides of the power law leading edges goes to minus infinite for n > 2/3 cases. Thus, leading edges with n > 2/3
produce a flowfield that does not exhibit ciassrcal blunt body behavior, and can be considered as ifthey were sharp
for the calculation ofpressure distribution.

Another ìssue that stimulated this study was the heat transfer rate. It was also found that the heat flux to power
law shaped leading edges follows that for classical blunt body far from the nose ofthe leading edges in that it scales
inversely with the radius of curvature. This dependence with the radius of curvature is more significant in the
leeward side than that in the windward side with increasing the angle of attack, and it disappears in the vicinity of
the stagnation point.
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